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"Our beautiful director is finally early here!"

Kirs's voice came from the door.

Ceres looked up at Kirs, turned off the computer page, and smiled shyly.

She used to sleep so much that she wouldn't wake up every morning. Every time she came to the company barely on time.

Kirs put the breakfast on the table, "I knew you didn't eat breakfast. Hurry up and eat while it's hot."

Looking at the steaming pancakes and soybean milk with red dates, Ceres smiled. "Thank you, Mr. Kirs."

Kirs touched Ceres's hair. "I'll go to work."

Kirs returned to his office, and he did not mention anything about the birthday party last night.

Ceres ate breakfast and felt full of energy.

Today, the company held an important meeting. The main content was the release of the new product. Because the last new

product was successful, the employees were also ambitious and confident.

Only Ceres wasn't that optimistic.

After the meeting, Ceres came to Kirs's office with the proposal for the new product.

"Mr. Kirs, I still feel that this is not the time for us to release new products." Ceres told Kirs her opinion, "It's too short from the

release of the last new product. Will consumers think that we are fooling them? This is a problem, and another problem is the

product itself.

The function is indeed good, but I feel that it has not reached a huge leap."

Kirs faced Ceres with a beaming smile.

"Ceres, let me tell you why we want to release a new product at this time. First, striking while the iron is hot, right? Second, our

new product function can attract consumers. I hope that you have some confidence in our new product. Third..."

Kirs paused, "The Eagle Group has not produced new products for a long time. The public is questioning them more and more.

They feel that the Eagle Group is at its wit's end. At this time, if we release new products, it is very likely to snatch their loyal

consumers.

In addition, the Eagle Group is now surrounded by enemies. The Winsor Group and the Andy Group overseas are eyeing them

covetously. It is the best time for us to defeat them!"

Ceres suddenly raised his head to look at Kirs.

Kirs's ambition was not only to occupy the market but also to capture the Eagle Group!

"I know you will say that I am not a gentleman. Ceres, business is the battlefield. To be merciful to the enemy is to be cruel to

yourself. I know your special feelings with Johny..."

"I don't have any special feelings for him!" Ceres immediately interrupted Kirs.

"Alright, if you want to do this, I will leave this to someone else. You can continue to research new products that will satisfy you."

Ceres lowered her eyes, her eyelashes trembling like butterfly wings. "Kirs."

Kirs was stunned.

In the company, Ceres had always called him "Mr. Kirs." This was the first time she called him "Kirs" when they were talking

about business!

"What?"

"Do you have to do this?" Ceres seemed to have made a great decision to make a final struggle.

Kirs smiled, "What do you think? I've said it before. If you don't want to do it, I'll hand it over to someone else. Ceres, you should

also know that this is an era where the strong prey on the weak. If I let go of this opportunity, will the Eagle Group let go of this

opportunity in the future?"

Ceres finally relaxed a little. "Alright, then I will cooperate with you fully. I will hand over a new product that will satisfy both you

and consumers."

"I knew you were the best employee!"

Ceres left the president's office with the proposal of a new product. The moment she turned around. Her smile disappeared.

The Cosmos Group entered a very busy state. Ceres was the same, working overtime almost every day.

A month later, the Cosmos Group released a new product again. This time, the launch event was also held in the great hall of the

Imperial City. Ceres was in charge.

Ceres had left a deep impression on everyone last time, and so did this time.

The new product this time was also a robot, but it had a great improvement in appearance and performance. It was the upgrade

of the last product.

The last new product was produced a lot more because of its popularity.

As soon as the new product came out, the previous products were immediately on sale. Those who had been wanting the

product before all bought it at this time.

The new products were also bought by people who followed the new trend. The sales were high.

The stock of the Cosmos Group was also rising, even surpassing the Eagle Group.

Kirs looked at all of this with great satisfaction. It seemed that it was only a matter of time before he defeated the Eagle Group.

He stood in front of the French sash and smoked his cigar, looking at the Eagle Group opposite him with a satisfied smile.

"Johny, I'd like to see how you'll compete with me!"

For some reason, following the release of the new product of the Cosmos Group. The news of the Cosmos Group being sued in

court spread like wildfire.

The netizens were supporting the Cosmos Group.

"What's wrong with the Eagle Group? They can't produce new products themselves, but they want to make trouble to gain

attention. Despicable!"

"It's most likely because they are jealous of the new products. I'll turn black to the Eagle Group!"

"The Eagle Group's Johny is probably at his wit's end. That's why he wants to use despicable means. This is too despicable!"

...

For a time, the Eagle Group's stock fell and even stopped.

The Winsor Group and the Andy Group never intended to let the Eagle Group go. Now the Eagle Group was in danger. If they

did not take some measures, they would go to collapse.

The meeting room of the Eagle Group was also a mess.

Everyone was discussing how to get through this crisis.

"Mr. Johny, it's better to withdraw the lawsuit now. We don't have enough evidence to prove that the Cosmos Group has stolen

our results. In the end, this lawsuit will be a waste of the people."

"Yes, this kind of lawsuit has always been hard. It is better to release a new product at this time."
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